Ode to Concrete

A challenge was served
Yes given to me
To make up a poem
About pouring concrete
The prep time varies
Given the days
It takes a lot longer
If the gravel is late
Rebar’s real easy
Raking ain’t bad
Tying kinda hurts
With the back that I have
Forming’s just technical
It’s gotta be right
A bad forming job
Leaves a really bad sight
The bobcat is fun
But tampings my fave
It’s like the best part
It’s really a break
That’s enough about forming
Now to the pour
A lot harder work
Especially floors
Sidewalks and pads
Go by with ease…
Except on hot days
With a “breeze”
We pour in the morning
When everything’s cool
If we pour around noon
It hurries us fools
A lot of hard work
Goes into a job
If you have a bad pour
everyone sobs
Homeowners weep
At the sight of a crack
If you think it won’t happen
You’re in for a smack
Back to the pour
The basement in fact
Actually any floors
Are hard on the back
Wheeling is brute force
Screeting takes skill
Both of those jobs
Your body, will kill
Raking is tedious
And depending on slump
A raker may yell
If it’s not a good dump
All done the pour
Time to clean up
Then take a break
Relax in the truck
The crete is ready
We gotta get on
Start up the trowel
First rounds not long
On and off
For the rest of the day
Getting that floor
Shining so great
Loading the tools
Heading back home
Muscles are aching
Even some bones
Have a hot shower
Get ready for bed
The same thing tomorrow
I already feel dead
And that is the end
Of my concrete ode
Challenged by my boss
To write this poem
Supposed to keep it
One page short
But this makes it
A half over four.
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